
 

Couscous (easy mode) 

 

First off, I am very bad at cooking. I am the type that would burn water when attempting to 

cook. I think I actually did once. That is not really a good trait the older you get. So, my mom 

set out to find a easy but tasty dish even I could make. At first, I did not like this dish at all. 

My mom kept making it anyway. It was easy and quick to make. If she did not feel like putting 

a lot of effort into cooking, she would make dishes like this. I was 14 at the time. The trick of 

eating things a lot until you like them sometimes works, it did in this case. I started helping 

my mom with dinner here and there, it was fun and kept some pressure of the chores off of 

her. I learned slow, but over time I got the hang of it. I messed up many times of course. Cut 

the vegetables too big, too much onion, not enough spices, too many spices, undercooking, 

overcooking, burning the bottom, dropping eggshells in the pan. If something could go wrong 

with this dish, it definitely would. If not, I would create a way to mess it up. But with practice 

comes perfect. It started with cutting the vegetables the right size. Then measuring the 

perfect amount of onion, cutting it quickly enough to not cry and doing nice little squares! 

Finding substitutes for ingredients that you could find easily in the store (shout out to Albert 

Heijn). Getting the best way to measure the right number of spices. Finding a pan, you like 

when you cook, breaking the handle and find another proper pan. Ask your mom to break the 

eggs. Because let’s be honest, she does it with one hand while looking away and you will 

never be able to replicate that witchery. It will get better over time, don’t forget to wash your 

hands. Little things like that. Slowly I got better at cooking. I could make pasta now too! Soup 

if I was feeling adventurous. I can make some god-tier fish sticks. (Only with enough butter 

and a non-stick pan, it’s unfair otherwise!!!) But my favourite dish to make will always be 

couscous. Couscous itself is Moroccan in origin. For the best quality you get it from a 

Moroccan baker and there are many (better) variations to this recipe. But I like it this way 

because it’s quick, it’s easy, it’s cheap and I have made EVERY single mistake possible, so I 

am prepared for everything. A sad ending to this story, though: My family has grown sick of 

it, so we barely eat it anymore. Whatever, they must eat it when I cook it. 



Ingredients for 4 people:  

• 3 paprika’s  

• 1 onion 

• 400 grams of couscous 

• 2 cans of sliced tomatoes in squares (Not sauce, pre-cut) 

• Pinch of salt and pepper 

• 5-6 eggs  

• Olive oil or sunflower oil 

• Alternate version: remove a paprika for a different vegetable of your choosing. 

Courgette could be a nice alternative 

Preparation: 

1. You begin with washing and slicing all the vegetables. Take a big knife, it will be easier. Slice 

the paprika (or other vegetable) in small little pieces. Remove the core with the seeds and the 

stem.  

 

2. Cut the edges of the onion off and remove the outer layers. Cut the onion in little squares as 

well.  

3. Before you start with cooking the vegetables, take a pot and put the right amount of couscous 

in. It depends on how much someone eats but I usually measure between 75-100 gram per 

person. Boil water in a water boiler. Pour the water after it is done boiling slowly in the pot. 

The level of the water needs to be just above the couscous. Put the lid on the pot and leave it 

be.  

 

4. Get a big frying pan. Pour some olive oil or sunflower oil in the pan, enough to coat the pan in 

it. Let it warm up and swirl the pan to spread it over the whole surface. 

 

5. Put the vegetables in it and fry them until they are done and have the nice shine.  

 

6. Take the cans of tomatoes and pour them on the vegetables, add some salt and pepper. Stir 

the tomatoes and the vegetables so they are mixed. Let it be for a bit until the sauce starts to 

bubble a little bit. Do not let it cook. Adjust the heat of the fire so it bubbles to your liking. 

 

7. With your spatula (or whatever you used to stir) Dig little holes on the side of the pan. It’s a 

little bit tricky but you should make enough of a dent to put the egg in. 

 

8. Crack the egg and pour it in the dent you made. Try to do it just so that it doesn’t spill out of 

the dent but it’s okay if that happens. Repeat it with the rest of the eggs, go around the edge 

then in the middle.  

 

9. Put the lid on the pan and put it on a medium heat. Too hot will burn the bottom, too low and 

the eggs will not cook. 

 

10. Once the eggs look white and the yellow of it is as solid as you like it, the sauce is done! And 

surprise! The couscous is done too! The little granules have absorbed the water and are at a 

nice structure and warmth by the time you’re done with the sauce. 

 

11. Serve it and mix the sauce with the couscous. 

 

You have now prepared couscous (easy mode)! 


